Gait recognition has recently become a popular topic in the field of biometrics. However, the main hurdle is the insufficient recognition rate in the presence of low quality samples. The main focus of this paper is to investigate how the performance of a gait recognition system can be improved using additional information about behavioral patterns of users and the context in which samples have been taken. The obtained results show combining the context information with biometric data improves the performance of the system at a very low cost. The amount of improvement depends on the distinctiveness of the behavioral patterns and the quality of the gait samples. Using the appropriate distinctive behavioral models it is possible to achieve a 100% recognition rate.
INTRODUCTION
Gait analysis deals with analyzing the patterns of walking movement. Although gait analysis is most well-known for its application in access control, surveillance and activity monitoring, it can also be used in sports training and medical applications. The popularity of gait recognition in the field of biometrics is attributed to a couple of unique properties. This trait is unobtrusive and the attention or cooperation of the subject is not needed for collecting the data 1 . Furthermore, gait is remotely observable and, in fact, it is the most remotely observable biometric 1 . These properties make the data collection process of gait recognition more convenient compared to other biometrics. Additionally, imitating the walking style of another person is very difficult 1 and it is also not easy to conceal the way one walks 2 . Despite of all these properties, gait recognition suffers from some limitations and challenges. Since age, mood, illness, fatigue, drug or alcohol consumption, etc. can affect the walking style of a person, gait is not always reproducible 2 . Similarly, person's walking style might change if person wears different kinds of shoes, walks on a different surface, etc. 3 . In summary, the main drawback of using gait for individual identification is its wide variability per subject. This wide intra class variability creates difficulty for extracting features suitable for handling the variety of different scenarios. Consequently, as a novel approach, we propose to improve gait recognition by fusing behavioral patterns. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the impact of using supplementary metadata about people's behavior on the performance of a gait recognition system. At the preprocessing stage, image sequences of the probe are analyzed to extract metadata about context in which the gait samples were obtained. Afterwards, the extracted contexts are matched to behavioral profiles of subjects, identified either realtime or offline. Multimodal biometric information fusion technique is then used to improve the accuracy rate as compared to standard gait recognition methods. Our experimental results demonstrate that incorporating knowledge about behavioral patterns improves the performance of gait recognition. The method is especially effective in case of low quality data or insufficient accuracy of gait recognition algorithm.
In the following, section 2 provides a brief overview of current gait recognition systems and their challenges. Section 3, discusses different steps of the used methodology in detail. Section 4 provides more implementation detail and the results of the proposed method. Section 5 concludes the paper by summarizing the proposed approach and its main advantages.
RELATED WORK
The source of inspiration for a lot of gait analysis techniques is the work of Johansson 4 that showed that people can quickly recognize the motion of walking only from the moving patterns of a few point lights attached to the human body. There are mainly two approaches for gait recognition: model based and model free. The model based approaches use an explicit model to represent the human body. These methods estimate the parameters of the model in each frame. The model based methods are generally computationally expensive and time consuming but they can to some degree handle view/scale changes, appearance changes and occlusions. Model free approaches, on the other hand, don't use a priori body model. Instead, they make a compact representation for the walking motion by considering the silhouette as a whole. These methods are simple, cheap and fast but they are more sensitive to appearance changes, view/scale changes, occlusions, etc. Most of gait recognition algorithms fall in model free category.
As the simplest way of using the binary silhouettes, Sharma et al. directly use the whole silhouette sequence as their feature vector and then apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality 5 . One of the most popular approaches for gait representation is the Gait Energy Image (GEI) introduced by Han and Bhanu 6 . GEI is one single image obtained by finding the average of all silhouette images for one single gait cycle. GEI is an efficient and compact representation of gait and it also reduces the noise by averaging 7 but it doesn't include enough temporal information about the walking motion. As one of the attempts to improve the performance of the GEI, Liu and Zheng proposed Gait History Images (GHI) 2 . GHI is a combination of static parts of the silhouettes and moving parts of the silhouettes in the form of Motion History Image (MHI) introduced by Bobick and Davis 8 . In a similar research, Lam and Lee introduced Motion Silhouette Images (MSI) by combining the ideas of GEI and MHI 9 . MSI is a grayscale image with the value of each pixel representing the last time that pixel has been a foreground (silhouette) pixel. Bashir et al., also in an attempt to improve the performance of GEI, represent an entire gait cycle by a single image called Gait Entropy Image (GEnI) 3 . The intensity of each pixel in GEnI is the entropy or randomness of that pixel over the entire gait cycle. The GEnI is said to be more robust to silhouette changes (wearing a coat or carrying an object) compared to the traditional GEI. F´elez et al. try to make GEI more efficient by finding more than one GEI for each gait cycle 10 . Wang et al. introduce Chrono Gait Image (CGI) as an extension of GEI with more temporal content 11 . They extract the contour of each silhouette image using local information entropy and then map the resulting edgemap image to a color image. The RGB values of this color image are functions of the edgemap image and the position of the current frame in the gait cycle. The average of all the color images for a gait cycle, called Chrono Gait Image (CGI), is used as the final template. By using color instead of just intensity they can preserve temporal information more efficiently and increase the discriminating power of the resulting template.
Although recent advanced gait recognition methods show promising results, the wide intraclass variability of gait patterns limits the power of gait recognition algorithms and hence their application in real scenarios. Attempting to solve this problem, multimodal gait recognition systems were introduced to improve the recognition rate by combining gait patterns with other sources of information. Moustakas et al. incorporate soft biometric features (subject's height and the stride length) in their gait recognition system 12 . Hossain and Chetty concatenate gait and face features in one feature vector 13 . The key element of a multimodal biometric system is the method used for fusing different sources of information 14 . Recently, a new research in multimodal biometric domain proposed to use rank level information fusion to make a decision using combination of different biometrics traits [14] [15] .
Our work proposes a novel multimodal gait recognition system based on combining gait patterns and metadata about the people's social life and their behavioral patterns. The methodology used for this purpose is described in details in the following section.
METHODOLOGY
Unique and interesting properties of gait have made gait recognition a popular topic in the field of biometrics. This trait is unobtrusive, remotely observable, hard to imitate and also hard to conceal. Although a lot of research has been dedicated to gait recognition in the last few decades, most of current gait recognition systems still work under very constrained conditions and their performance in real scenarios is under question. One approach to improve the performance of existing systems is to develop a new gait recognition algorithm that is more robust to appearance changes, lighting conditions, noise, etc. This approach, however, can result in extremely complex algorithms. We thus propose to use a popular, cheap and fast gait recognition algorithm and combine it with behavioral patterns using information fusion. The purpose of this paper is to analyze how the performance of a gait recognition system can be improved by using context-based analysis of social environment and behavioral patterns. For this purpose, a simple gait recognition system based on Gait Energy Images has been implemented. The context of the video such as location (indoor, outdoor), carrying conditions (suitcase, coffee, backpack, etc) and the time of the day (morning, afternoon, evening and night) has been used as supplementing metadata to improve gait recognition accuracy. Different ways of modeling the social context and behavioral trends of each individual have been investigated. The output of the gait recognition system has been combined using information fusion with the video context to make the final decision. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in the following figure. In the following, different steps of the proposed system and the algorithm used for each step are described.
Preprocessing
We start by obtaining the binary silhouettes. Having the silhouettes, similar to the method used by Han and Bhanu 6 , in each frame we normalize and centralize the silhouettes. As a result of this process, all the frames will have the exact same size and they contain only the centralized silhouettes. For extracting the gait cycle, using the method introduced by Sarkar et al. 16 , in each frame we count the number of pixels in the lower half of the silhouette (leg region) to obtain a curve and then we find the local minima of this curve to find the beginning and ending frames of the cycles.
Gait feature extraction and recognition
As mentioned in section 2, the majority of gait recognition techniques fall into the model-free category. Among all the model-free approaches, the Gait Energy Images are one of the most popular ones. This method is fast, simple, easy to implement and at the same time it shows acceptable results 6 . For all these reasons the Gait Energy Image has been used as the gait signature in this work. Gait Energy Image (GEI) is the average of all the binary silhouettes of a gait cycle and can be obtained using equation 1. (1) is the number of frames in a gait cycle and B i is the i th normalized binary silhouette. To make the method robust to the moving direction (left or right), we propose to use the centroid movement direction to flip the GEI when necessary. Some examples of the obtained Gait Energy Images are shown in Figure 2 .
For the final recognition, we find the Euclidean distance of the unknown person's GEI from all the GEI templates in the gait database and provide the user with a rank list of top N most similar subjects. We set N=5 for the purpose of experimentation. 
Modeling context data
We next model the behavioral patterns of the subjects in the gait database and store them as a context database. For this purpose, the behavioral pattern of each person is modeled using three following parameters: 1-Location: This parameter captures the possible locations each subject can be observed by the system. For the sake of simplicity, in this study we considered two possible locations: inside and outside. Based on the above descriptions, we have three parameters for modeling the context and all of them are discrete. In order to represent information about the behavioral patterns of the subjects, we create a virtual context database. We implement three approaches for this purpose.
1-Randomly uniform:
In the first attempt to create context data for the subjects, we randomly assign some behavioral patterns to each subject. In order to do so, for each parameter we randomly assign one of the possible values to each video available for each subject. Based on the randomly assigned tags, a location, time or carrying condition is acceptable for a subject simply if there is a sample available for that subject in the training dataset with the corresponding tags.
2-Gaussian distribution: In this approach, based on intuition we assume the distribution of each parameter for each subject is a Gaussian distribution. The parameters of the Gaussian distributions (mean and variance) for each subject are generated randomly. Having the Gaussian distributions of each subject, we draw samples from these distributions to assign tags to video sequences for that subject. Again, based on the assigned tags, a location, time or carrying condition is acceptable for a subject simply if there is a sample available for that subject in the training dataset with the corresponding tags.
3-Behavioral profiles: In this approach, we define some profiles based on the targeted environment. For example, assuming university as the environment we defined three different profiles: student, professor and support staff. For each of these profiles using common knowledge, we define the acceptable times, locations and carrying conditions. Having the profiles we randomly assign a profile to each subject. Based on the assigned profiles, a location, time or carrying condition is acceptable for a subject if that location, time or carrying condition is acceptable for that profile.
Information fusion
The main purpose of information fusion is to combine different sources of information in order to make a more reliable decision. The information fusion method used in this work is match score level fusion. In this type of fusion, for each source of information there is a different matcher which provides a matching score for that modality. The resulting matching scores are then combined to a final score using for example the sum rule 18 . In this work, we have two different sources of information: gait patterns and behavioral models. We obtain a score for each of these modalities and then combine the two scores to make the final decision.
As mentioned before, the output of the gait recognition system is a rank list of top candidates and their corresponding gait scores. The gait score for each candidate is the similarity of the candidate's gait feature (GEI) to that of the probe (the unknown video presented to the system). For obtaining the context scores, we first extract the context of the probe video and then we match the extracted contexts (time, location and carrying conditions, etc.) with the context data available for the candidates. For each candidate and for each context parameter, we assign a score to the candidate if there is a match between the extracted context and the candidate's context for that parameter. We then add all the scores of all context parameters to assign a single context score to each candidate. Having the gait scores and context scores, we first normalize the scores to the range [0,1] and then add them to find the fused score for each candidate. We then use the fused scores to reorder the candidates in the rank list.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system has been implemented in MATLAB and evaluated using the data set A of CASIA gait database. The dataset contains 20 subjects and 12 different sequences per each subject captured at different viewing angles. Only the side-view sequences have been used for this study. Half of this data is used for training and the rest for testing. The performance of the system is evaluated using both the training and testing sets. The performance of the system is reported in terms of rank 1 performance and rank 5 performance. Table 1 shows the result of adding context to the gait recognition system for the test dataset. The recognition rate for the training dataset is always 100%. Table 1 covers different ways of modeling context data. The first method creates the database completely randomly, the second method uses Gaussian distributions and the last method uses behavioral profiles. According to this table, even if the context is generated randomly, adding the context will slightly improve the performance. This case corresponds to the environments that subjects' behavioral patterns cannot be easily profiled. However, if the subjects are more predictable and their patterns of behavior can be modeled using Gaussian distributions, we observe significant improvements in the performance. The results of using two different Gaussian distributions with two standard deviations are also shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that for the case that the variance value is one, it's even possible to achieve 100% recognition rate. These results indicate that the amount of improvement depends on how distinctive people are according to their behavioral patterns and also the method used for modeling the behavioral patterns. According to the table, using behavioral profiles also improves the recognition rate by 8% for Rank1. In the last approach for modeling context data (profiles), we do not model the behavioral patterns of each person individually. Instead we model the behavior of a group of people in terms of a profile. Using profiles is very practical in real applications. Because the profiles can be created fast and easy using some knowledge about the environment, there is no need to go through behavioral study of each individual or to tag the video sequences in the database with the context data (manually or automatically). The only needed operation is to assign each person to a profile.
It is also worth mentioning that the amount of computation this method adds to the existing gait recognition system is very negligible. Particularly, if we use profiles for modeling the behavioral patterns, creating the context database is not time consuming and/or computationally expensive.
CONCLUSIONS
Gait recognition has recently become a very attractive area of research in the field of biometrics. However due to the complexity of the problem and the wide variability of gait patterns, still most of the proposed systems work under very constrained conditions. The model based approaches are expensive, time consuming and sensitive to noise. On the other hand, the model-free approaches, although simple and fast, are not able to handle the unpredictable situations that can happen in real world scenarios. Hence, we propose to improve the performance of the gait recognition system by fusing behavioral patterns. Thus, we introduce a novel, fast and accurate multimodal gait recognition method based on information fusion and behavioral models. Performance evaluation of the implemented system indicates that even if the behavioral patterns are generated completely randomly, using behavioral models will improve the performance of the system at a very low computational cost. The amount of improvement depends on the distinctiveness of behavioral patterns and the quality of the video samples.
For the future work we will focus on finding the relationships between different parameters and modeling the behavioral patterns as a combination of the parameters (for example joint distributions). Evaluating the method using other datasets, particularly some real datasets with real context data, can also be very helpful in assuring the applicability of the method. Furthermore, the parameters we used here for modeling the behavioral patterns are very general. Fine tuning the system for each environment to find the most suitable parameters can also be considered for further improvements.
